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SOUTHERN LIGHTS is a south based alternative rock band, mostly from the cities of Las 
Piñas and Bacoor, consisting of singer/songwriter/guitarist Michelle Dimen, guitarists Charles 
Narcelles, Howard Hormillosa and Patrick Guevarra, bassist Richard Guevarra and drummer 

Paul Regalado. The very first time I saw Southern Lights on-stage was when they were  
performing as a guest band during the Yellow Room Battle of Bands semi-finals held at Stoned 

Bar, Parañaque back in July 29, 2017. I became an instant fan back then. Let’s get to know 
more about the band.

OFFICIALLY FORMED: November 23, 2014
GENRE: ALTERNATIVE ROCK

FACEBOOK:  FB.COM/SOUTHERNLIGHTSPH

MEMBERS
ANNE MICHELLE “MICH” DIMEN – MAIN VOCALS AND GUITAR

CHARLES MATTHEW “CHA” NARCELLES – GUITAR AND VOCALS
HOWARD JOHN “WARD” HORMILLOSA JR.  – GUITAR

JAMES PATRICK “JP” GUEVARRA – GUITAR AND VOCALS
JAMES RICHARD GUEVARRA “JR” – BASS
PAUL AARON REGALADO “PAUL” – DRUMS

MUSICAL INFLUENCES:
The band’s shared group of influences include Hale, Mayonnaise, Kamikazee, Paramore,  

Tonight Alive, Foo Fighters, Thrice, Death Cab for Cutie, Mayday Parade and 
Coldplay to name a few.



HOW DID THE BAND FORM?

MICH: The band was initially formed by Charles and I. We were both from the 
same college, course and music organization. We go a long way back since 
2009. Charles and I decided to continue playing music after college. As we 
were about to play our very first show in 2013, we had the urgent need for 
another guitarist. Just a few weeks before the said show, we were introduced 
to Howard for the very first time. We instantly fell in-love with his obvious 
talent. The three of us would continue performing on other local shows 
around the metro, but we weren’t all that serious back then since Charles and 
I were focused on post-college graduation activities, and Howard focused on 
school.

I’ve been very close to the twins, Patrick and Richard since high school. 
We’ve known each other since 2006. They also had their own cover band 
(because we all start with playing cover songs as kids don’t we?) back then. 
I’ve always dreamt of merging our bands together. When the tides turned and 
everyone was already finished with board exams and such, we finally decided 
to officially form Southern Lights on November 23, 2014.

We officially welcomed Paul on July 22, 2018 after the departure our previous 
drummer Justin.

CHARLES: Nag-piratahan na lang kami ni Mich mula sa kana-kanyang 
banda namin nung college haha! And the rest is history.

WHY "SOUTHERN LIGHTS"? WHAT’S THE STORY BEHIND THE NAME?

Ang hirap nung una kasi wala kaming maisip na pangalan. Then one night, 
while on my way home from Pasay, nakatingin lang ako randomly sa langit 
at sa mga ilaw sa daan. I suddenly imagined and asked myself: “Gaano kaya 
kaganda kung may ‘aurora’ sa langit along sa dina-daanan ko habang pauwi 
ng south?” And then ayun… Naisip ko na lang bigla, “Southern Lights”.

In a metaphorical/figurative sense, when you get to look at the real Southern 
Lights you will see a beautiful harmony of different colors in the sky. In 
comparison to our music, we are a group of 6 different individuals who work 
and sound best together.
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WHEN DID YOU FORM YOUR BAND? WHAT INSPIRED YOU  
TO MAKE MUSIC TOGETHER?
 
Southern Lights was officially formed on November 23, 2014. We were inspired 
to write our own music by each of our own music heroes.

CAN YOU PLEASE DESCRIBE THE BAND’S SOUND?

Our music is a mix between alternative guitar driven riffs of the mid-2000’s to  
modern melodies from our shared group of mixed influences. We mostly love 
experimenting around ambient sounds with modulations and delays  
combined with that alternative-rock touch. 

WHO WRITES YOUR SONGS? COULD YOU BRIEFLY DESCRIBE  
THE MUSIC-MAKING PROCESS? 

MICH: Currently our song writing process starts with Howard and I. It either starts 
with a vocal and guitar melody that I have, or an instrumental that he has. We write 
and record our own demos at home. Once the demo is finished, we send it to the rest 
of the band for each of them to learn at home. We then go to the studio to improvise 
and learn more about the song for the live dynamic. Once we’re happy with how the 
music sounds, we play the song live at shows.

Our current live lineup for 2018 consists of Charles, Patrick, Richard, Paul and I 
taking on guitar duties while Howard aims to finish his studies since he shifted to a 
new college degree. Still, we go on as a solid group of 6 in the creative process of 
writing and recording music inside and outside of the studio.
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HOW DID YOU GET YOUR FIRST BREAK IN THE MUSIC 
SCENE?

Yellow Room has been helping us out since 2013.

HOW DIFFICULT WAS IT FOR YOU GUYS WHEN YOUR WERE 
STILL STARTING OUT?

MICH: Ang bigat ng gamit lalo na nung commute pa kami haha. 
Kababae kong tao dalawang gitara minsan dala-dala ko. Nowadays, 
we don’t have to think about commuting anymore thanks to the 
twins! Ang gastos nga lang ng diesel haha!

PATRICK: Mahirap lang siguro yung part na kami ni Richard yung 
nagda-drive haha. Malaking responsibility din kasi ang sariling 
sasakyan. Siyempre minsan pag wala ding tech, buhat namin 
karamihan ng gamit namin.

RICHARD: Hindi naman masyadong mahirap kasi si Mich di lang 
artist, sa mismong management din siya ng Yellow Room nag-work 
so parang may guide kami kung ano gagawin. Tinuro niya sakin 
ibang mga dapat gawin sa banda. Kami yung tandem sa pag-
manage ng SL.

PAUL: Di ko alam kung paano sila noong umpisa. But since I’m 
new, all I can say is that they are one of the most professional 
musicians I’ve worked with! They are really systematic.
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WHEN AND WHERE WAS YOUR FIRST 
GIG AS A BAND? ANY MEMORY OF THAT 
DAY THAT YOU WANT TO SHARE TO US 
GUYS?

MICH: February 9, 2013 at Route 196, when 
we initially started. December 17, 2014 at a 
Company Event by Cocolife Insurance when 
the band was just officially formed.

PAUL: July 5, 2018 at Rakista Live when I 
was still doing session drums for SL. My first 
gig as an official member was on July 28, 
2018 at Upperhouse.

YELLOW ROOM MUSIC PHILIPPINES, 
HOW WAS IT BEING PART OF THIS 
COMPANY?

MICH: Always grateful to everyone from 
Yellow Room for guiding and mentoring 
me a lot about the music scene and being 
in-and-with the management. Ang dami 
kong natutunan. Iba kasi pag artist ka lang 
eh. Some artists, hindi nila naiisip at ma-
appreciate yung band management side of 
things and band ethics. Grateful ako na na-
apply ko lahat ng natutunan ko from Yellow 
Room to Southern Lights. Yellow Room is 
our home, we can always be creative and do 
what we want musically.

CHARLES: It’s an honor to be part of 
Yellow Room! Solid ang YRMP fam! Daming 
opportunity na binibigay nila para sa mga 
banda.

PATRICK: Sobrang thankful kami sa dami ng 
naitutulong ng Yellow Room. They treat us 
as like family and tinutulungan nila kami sa 
upcoming album namin.

RICHARD: Masarap kasama yung 
Mayonnaise, Madeline, Kodigo at iba 
pang mga artists pag gigs. Ang saya kasi 
nakakasama namin yung mga ini-idolo 
naming banda.



LET’S TALK ABOUT YOUR LATEST 
SINGLE ‘TAKE ME HOME’ WHAT WAS THE 
INSPIRATION FOR THIS SONG?

MICH: Unlike our usual song writing process, 
Take Me Home was written during a jam session 
at home. Richard started playing around the 
bassline, then everything else followed… I 
decided to write the lyrics pertaining to him and 
his experience haha! Being a songwriter, I don’t 
always necessarily write about myself. Our 
songs can be about anyone in our band. 

CHARLES: About sa love nga. Na-realize niya 
na mahal na mahal niya pa din yung person, so 
ayun… Take Me Home! 

PATRICK: Haha tungkol sa bassist naming si 
Richard yung Take Me Home.

RICHARD: Isipin ninyo na ako yung kumakanta 
imbis na si Mich haha.

PAUL: Lab na lab kasi talaga ni kuya JR si girl 
eh, may pinagsisihan! Haha!

ANY COVER SONGS YOU LOVE TO 
PERFORM AND WHY?

MICH: Individually, Sara Bareilles and Adele 
over the Piano or Guitar. As a band, we always 
have Paramore, Hale and Coldplay songs 
lined-up if we need to do covers. But man, I 
would love to do some Foo Fighters, Thrice and 
Tonight Alive stuff in the future.

CHARLES:  Paramore dahil nostalgic ng 
feeling.

PATRICK: Lately pala pinagtitripan namin 
i-jam yung ibang kanta ng IV of Spades pero 
hanggang studio lang haha.

RICHARD: Mas feel ko yung vibe ng pagiging 
bahista ko kapag Paramore at Hale.

HOWARD: Individually, I enjoy playing Franco’s 
“Song for The Suspect”.

PAUL: “Looking Up” dahil ang hype kasi nung 
energy nung live version nun na tinutugtog 
namin.
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WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT YOUR 
INSTRUMENTS? (I.E., ARE YOU SUBJECT 
TO BRAND LOYALTY OR WILL YOU PLAY 
WITH WHATEVER'S AVAILABLE? WHAT 
MADE YOU CHOOSE THE INSTRUMENTS 
YOU HAVE NOW? WAS IT COST OR 
WAS IT A STYLE/MODEL/BRAND/COLOR 
PREFERENCE?

MICH: I’m not really restricted to any brand. 
As long as the instrument sounds great and 
the quality is up to my standard, I’ll use it. 
I currently use a “White Squire Jazzmaster 
Vintage Modified” due to its versatile tone, 
plus I like its off-set body shape. I also use a 
“Heritage Cherry Gibson SG Standard” from 
time-to-time. I was given a blessing by my 
aunt to use it after the passing of her late son. 
RIP Eggy, you will always be remembered 
through this guitar. I use a “Boss GT-100 
Multi-Effects Processor” for my guitar pedal. 
For vocals, I use an “Audio Technica MB3K 
Microphone” plugged into a “Boss VE-20 
Vocal Performer” passed down to me by my 
friend EJ Pagalilauan.

CHARLES: Simple lang gears ko. Nothing 
fancy. I’m more of a plug-and-play type 
of guy. For my axe, I use a “Black Squire 
Vintage Modified Telecaster Deluxe”. I love 
squire! Affordable and the tone, hindi ka 
mapapahiya. Sobrang ‘Bang for the Buck’ ang 
squire guitars.  For my effects, I use a “Zoom 
G5n Multi-Effects Processor”.

PATRICK: Hindi naman ako sobrang loyal sa 
mga brand ng gitara at effects. Basta alam 
ko na maayos tumunog at okay yung quality. 
Nag simula ako sa mga entry level brands 
nung high school, yung mga mumurahin lang 
talaga. Hanggang sa natuto ako about guitars 
and effects. I currently use a “Silver Fender 
Telecaster Black Top”, “Black Epiphone 

Les Paul Custom Pro” and a “Sunburst 
Squire Jaguar Vintage Modified”. Sa effects 
brands naman umiikot sa “Strymon, Electro-
Harmonics, Zoom and Tech 21”. Pangarap ko 
magka Gibson kaso ang mahal. Haha!

RICHARD: Nung una Washburn pa lang 
gamit ko. Nung naka-ipon na, bumili ako ng 
“Olympic White Squier Vintage Modified Jazz 
Bass” dahil sa type of sound at quality at 
style nito. Meron din akong “Sunburst Squier 
Vintage Modified Precision Bass”. Gusto ko 
sana ng Fender bass pero mahal eh haha. 
Sa pedal board naman bumili ako ng “Boss 
GT-10B” for delays, reverbs, chorus and 
OD, plus “Tech 21 Bass Driver V2” para mas 
solid, which is advise rin sakin ni kuya Nikki, 
Bassist ng Mayonnaise.   

PAUL: When I was still 14 years old, I play 
to what is available. Nowadays, being a 
sessionist for different bands and having 2 
bands of my own, I am really in-love with 
Meinl Cymbals! They are really versatile 
and unique. The current gear that I use are 
“Meinl Vintage Raker 14’ Soundwave Heavy 
Bottom Hi Hat”, ‘”Meinl 20 Classic Custom 
Dark Crash Ride” and one of my favorites, 
the “Meinl Byzance 20’ Benny Greb Signature 
Jazz Sand Ride Cymbal”. I love the tones of 
these cymbals! One thing I like about them is 
that they sound so differently according to the 
one who plays them.

HOWARD: I have my own gear at home. But 
the guitars that I play live either belong to 
Mich or JP. It doesn't really matter what brand 
it is as long as I like the way it sounds. It also 
depends on what vibe I'm going for. I like both 
clean tones from the Stratocaster and Les 
Paul.



25WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST 
CHALLENGE AS A BAND? HAVE YOU BEEN 
ABLE TO OVERCOME THAT CHALLENGE? 
IF SO, HOW?

The departure of our previous drummer was 
very challenging. After braving the storm, Paul 
joined the band. It seemed like he has always 
been a part of us. He carries the same heart and 
soul as we do.

WHAT’S THE CRAZIEST THING THAT’S 
HAPPENED ON TOUR?

MICH: Nothing too crazy. But I remember that 
one show, wherein we were all ready for sound 
check, basta naka set-up lapag na lahat ng 
gamit sa stage. Yung isang kabanda namin 
nawala bigla. Pagtalikod namin, hinahanap 
namin siya sa girlfriend niya. Ayun nasa CR pala 
haha sabog tiyan. 

CHARLES: For me every gig/show is the 
craziest!

PATRICK: Sobrang maputik yung isang gig sa 
Timberland Heights sa San Mateo. Literal haha! 
Lahat ng gamit namin naputikan. Umulan pa. 
Tapos umakyat pa kami sa holding area nila 
na nasa taas ng burol. Pero gig lang ng gig! 
Buti ang husay ng tech namin nun, si Gretchell 
Paredes.

RICHARD: Hulaan niyo kung sino yung 
kabanda naming nag CR habang set-up bago 
lang mismo mag sound check haha!

PAUL: Nothing happened as the term ‘craziest’ 
goes, but we are all crazy when we are together 
and that’s what makes our gigs, food trip and 
bonding really happy! 

IS THERE ANY BEST AND WORST FAN 
MOMENT(S)?

The best fan moments will always be when fans 
approach us during shows and tell us how much 
they love our songs. Yung manunood sila ng gig 
dahil kami yung naka-lineup. Grabe, masarap sa 
puso kapag ganon. Wala pa naman atang worst 
fan moment.



HAVING TWINS IN YOUR BAND 
WHAT IS THE USUAL REACTION YOU 
ENCOUNTER FROM FANS / AUDIENCE? 
AND THE MOST MEMORABLE AS WELL, 
IF THERE’S ANY.

MICH: They would be initially confused, then 
I would always say on stage na may kambal 
sa banda to lessen the confusion. I think the 
most memorable would be when one of the 
gig photographers confused JP and JR for 
one person. As in nagulat siya na natakot na 
bakit parang nag-teleport daw hahaha. Mas 
masaya din pag kasama namin yung twin 
sister ko, si Margarette. Nalilito mga tao lalo 
haha.

HOWARD: Nakakatawa kasi nalilito yung 
mga tao sa kanila.

PATRICK: Nalilito at nagugulat usually yung 
mga nanunood. There was a time na sa 
akin dapat mag papa-picture yung group of 
students, pero nasa loob na ko ng holding 
area nun. Nasabi na lang ni JR na may gusto 
magpa-picture sakin pero since wala ako, 
nagpanggap na lang siya na ako, technically 
inagaw niya parin haha! Si Mich din kasi 
may identical twin sister, pag nagkakataon 
na mag kakasama kaming apat sa gig, 
naguguluhan yung mga tao lalo.

RICHARD: Palaging may nakakapansin 
sa amin lalo na pag nasa stage na kami, 
tapos may kakalabit sakin na audience 
magtatanong, “Kuya kambal kayo?” Haha.

PAUL: First time ko napanood ang Southern 
Lights nung March 2017 sa Forage Bar, 
Marikina. Sumakto na nandun din ako kasi 
I was doing a session for Paraluman that 
night. Kasama ko GF ko nun, then napansin 
niya may twins sa banda. Then we started 
to argue sabi ko “Parehas lang sila buhok at 
height”. Sabi niya “Hindi kambal talaga sila 
promise”. Then nung nakatrabaho ko na si 
ate Mich sa Yellow Room, na-confirm ko na 
kambal nga sila. Haha!

 

FOR JP AND JR. WHAT IS IT LIKE TO 
CONSTANTLY BE AROUND ANOTHER 
HUMAN BEING WHO'S JUST LIKE YOU?

PATRICK: Nakaka-proud yung feeling lalo 
na kapag may nakaka-appreciate sa kanya, 
kasi kakambal ko siya. Sure ako si Mich 
ganon din sila ng kambal niya.

RICHARD: Masaya and convenient, dahil 
may instant salamin ako haha. Kaya kahit 
walang salamin sa CR madali lang alamin 
kung bagay ba sakin yung suot ko kasi 
usually pareho kami ng damit! Basta ako 
yung bahista ha. Haha!

DURING YOUR FREE-TIME, HOW DO YOU 
SPEND IT?

MICH: Either playing PUBG, Overwatch or 
other PC games with Richard, Patrick and 
Paul, song writing, working on demos, editing 
videos, tambay kina Charles, food trip.

CHARLES: I spend my free time of course 
with my family, my friends and my fur babies! 
Minsan pag maluwag talaga time, dampot 
gitara gawa ng riffs. Mag kalikot ng effects.

HOWARD: Streaming and writing music, 
watching random videos on the internet and 
sleeping.

PATRICK: Computer games like PUBG, 
Overwatch, Black Squad, mobile app games 
like PUBG Mobile, and tambay kina Charles 
habang nag e-explore kami ng effects at 
kung anu-ano.

RICHARD: PUBG (PC) FPP Squad Games 
with my favorites Bert aka choco-dragon, 
Mich aka Lithiya, Patrick aka DarkRaizo, 
Johan aka Xenatos and Garet aka Calyfa.

PAUL: I usually practice drums when at 
home. Go to the gym in the morning to train. 
I also love to read. Sometimes I would play 
games with ate Mich, kuya JP and kuya JR. 
Maglinis din ng kung anu-ano.



TELL US ANYTHING ELSE THAT YOU 
WOULD LIKE PEOPLE TO KNOW ABOUT 
YOU.

MICH: I have an identical twin sister. Gamer. I 
love watching band documentaries. K-Drama 
and Anime fan. And yeah, I’m 5 feet 8 inches 
tall, so wag kayo magulat pag first time niyo ko 
nakita sa gig okay? 

CHARLES:  I love dogs!

HOWARD: Mahilig ako matulog, sino bang 
hindi? Haha.

JP: Kapag kailangan niyo ng sasakyan, 
tawagan niyo ako. Hehe.

JR: Magpapaka-gamer na lang ako kesa 
maging babaero. Haha.

PAUL: Kaya ko kumain ng 8 na extra rice sa 
mang inasal!

WHO’S YOUR LOCAL CELEBRITY CRUSH?

MICH: Paulo Avelino

CHARLES:  Solenn Heussaff

HOWARD: Liza Soberano

PATRICK: Kim Domingo, Bella Padilla and 
Liza Soberano

RICHARD: Liza Soberano, Yassi Pressman 
and Jessie Mendiola

PAUL: Zia Quizon
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WHO IS YOUR FAVORITE POP ARTIST? 
(INTERNATIONAL OR LOCAL)

MICH: Sara Bareilles, Adele, Julien Baker, Bruno 
Mars, Ed Sheeran, Dua Lipa, Ariana Grande, 
Avril Lavigne and Lady Gaga

CHARLES: The 1975, Maroon 5 and Lany. I 
also like EDM/Dance Music by Hardwell, Avicii, 
Zed, Dimitri Vegas and Like Mike to name a few.

HOWARD: Ed Sheeran and Bruno Mars

PATRICK & RICHARD: Gary Valenciano

PAUL: Bruno Mars and Zia Quizon

ARRANGE YOUR BANDMATES IN TERMS 
OF AGE (WITHOUT MENTIONING THE 
NUMBERS) FROM OLDEST TO YOUNGEST

Michelle, Patrick, Richard, Charles, Howard, 
Paul 

PLEASE DESCRIBE EACH OF YOUR 
BANDMATES IN ONE WORD

MICH: Charles - Comedy; Patrick - Soulmate; 
Richard - Boss; Howard - Einstein; Paul - 
Brilliant

CHARLES: Mich - Neutral; Patrick - Observer; 
Richard - Initiator; Howard - Silhouette; Paul - 
Gullible

HOWARD: Mich - Creative; Charles - Funny; 
Patrick - Innocent; Richard - Cool; Paul - Jolly

PATRICK: Mich - President; Richard - Vice 
(President or Ganda); Charles - Sergeant (at 
Arms); Howard - Escort; Paul - Muse 

RICHARD: Mich - Espasol; Charles - 
Hamburger; Patrick - Magicflakes; Howard - 
Turon; Paul - Chicken

PAUL: Mich - Tita; Patrick - Tito; Richard - Cool; 
Charles - Clown; Howard – Genius

UNPLUG: Kelan naging one-word ang Magic 
Flakes?! Pero sige! Harharhar!



29TOP 3 MUSIC THAT’S CURRENTLY ON  
YOUR PLAYLIST RIGHT NOW?

MICH: Thrice - Palms; Company of Thieves - 
Better Together EP; Unique - Grandma

CHARLES: LAUV - I Met You When I Was 18; 
Paramore - After Laughter; AC/DC - Back In 
Black

HOWARD: Death Cab for Cutie - What 
Sarah Said; Dream Theater - Stream of 
Consciousness; I Belong To The Zoo - Sana

PATRICK: I Belong To The Zoo - Sana; Unique - 
Grandma; Hale - Alon

RICHARD: Linkin Park - Minutes to Midnight; 
Coldplay - A Rush of Blood to the Head; You Me 
at Six - Cavalier Youth

PAUL: Hiatus Kaiyote - Choose Your Weapon; 
Mint Condition - Pretty Brown Eyes; Vie - Strive 
for Supremacy

DREAM COLLABORATION  
WITH AN OPM ARTIST?

MICH: Mayonnaise, Hale, Kamikazee, Kitchie 
Nadal and Loop

PATRICK: Mayonnaise, Hale

RICHARD: Rouge

HOWARD: IV of Spades, Reese Lansangan

PAUL: Hale

WHO’S YOUR FAVORITE MUSICIAN?

MICH: Sara Bareilles, Hayley Williams, Dave 
Grohl, Adele, Mami Sasazaki, Paul McCartney 
and Freddie Mercury

PATRCIK: Champ Lui Pio

RICHARD: Gyan Murriel of Rouge

PAUL:  Muhammad ‘Benjie’ Mendez (Ex-
Drummer of South Border)

CHARLES: Josh Farro, Taylor York, Kygo and 
Avicii

HOWARD: Tough one! Right now, it's Julien 
Baker



3017WHAT MOTIVATES YOU GUYS IN MAKING 
MUSIC?

MICH: Bukod sa supporters namin I am 
honestly motivated by other artists, both the 
old and new. Yung makita mo lang at marinig 
mo na ang daming magagaling na artists both 
locally and internationally. It makes me want to 
do what they do.

CHARLES: Life experiences/events.

HOWARD: It motivates me to write when 
people appreciate our music. It's nice to think 
that they can relate to what we've created.

PATRICK: Inspiring people. Yung 
maramdaman namin na may nakaka-relate 
sa mga kanta namin, sobrang nakakataba 
at nakaka-motivate magtuloy-tuloy pa sa 
pagsusulat at pagbabanda.

RICHARD: Inspiring people.

PAUL: It really is ‘Pure Passion’! I just really 
love making music. I’m addicted to music! 
Everything just feels right, feels in place, I 
forget everything whenever I’m playing.

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS YOUR GREATEST 
ACCOMPLISHMENT SO FAR AS A BAND?

-  Officially Joined the Yellow Room Music 
Roster on Aug 2017.

-  Sharing the stage with our local heroes such 
as Mayonnaise & Hale to name a few.

-  Digitally released our first single Take Me 
Home last Jun 2018.

- Rakista Live Radio Guesting last Jul 2018.
- Wish 107.5 Radio Guesting last Sep 2018.

MICH: I also think that being in a band for 
almost 5 years is an accomplishment itself. 
Hindi lahat ng banda nagtatagal. Yung iba wala 
pang isang taon, wala na. Hindi din kasi biro 
ang pagbabanda eh. Talagang malaking parte 
yan ng buhay ng isang tao.



WHAT CAN WE EXPECT FROM YOU GUYS 
NEXT YEAR?

A brand new single and a full-length album! 

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR PEOPLE 
WHO WANT TO FORM THEIR OWN BAND?

MICH: Form a band for all the right reasons. 
Do it because you’ve always loved music 
first before anything else. Being in a band is 
like being in a relationship with 3 (or more) 
different people. In our case, we are 6 
different individuals. You have to learn how to 
understand everyone to their core! Learn how 
to think of everybody else before yourself. Love 
everyone and cherish them like family.

CHARLES: Practice! Do what you love. Find 
your tone/sound. Enjoy every moment. Bond 
with your bandmates treat them like family. 
Hone your skills. Make good music!

HOWARD: Forming a band is easy, but finding 
the right people to play with is difficult. I suggest 
you continue with your passion. Your music will 
lead your way.

PATRICK: Think positive and kung ano ang feel 
niyo na gawin, basta alam niyong tama, gawin 
ninyo lang.

RICHARD: Gawa lang ng gawa ng kanta kung 
ano ang nasa puso ng bawat isa. Basta galing 
sa puso mas maganda. PUSO!

PAUL: It’s really hard to find the right people 
or right bandmates that have professional 
work ethic, good attitude, a learning mindset 
and who are willing to grow. My advice is just 
continuing on with what you love to do, you’ll 
find the right bandmates along the way. Music 
is a Journey. Enjoy your experiences whether 
it’s good or bad. We can always learn from 
both. Let’s always see the good side. Accept 
and be comfortable with change.

Also, accept your bandmates! Love them! 
Accept their flaws because all of us have our 
own shortcomings. 

Lastly, start ‘APPRECIATING and STOP 
EXPECTING!’ And there will be less drama and 
more enjoyment.



FINALLY, ANY FEW WORDS
TO YOUR SUPPORTERS, FAMILIES AND 

ANYONE YOU WOULD LIKE
TO THANK FOR

Maraming salamat sa lahat ng tumutulong, nakikinig, sumusuporta at naniniwala 
sa Southern Lights… Yellow Room Music Philippines, Monty Macalino, Dinggoy 

Laquindanum, Iah Potestades, Jam Bumanlag, Chel Paredes, Reggie Habon, Benok 
Felonia, Angel Paredes, Joyce Billedo, Kat Gariando, sa High School Tropa ko, sa 
Team Murricas, Guevarra Family, Tita Beth, Johan Genuino, Garet Dimen, Mommy 

and siyempre kay God for all the blessings.

Sa mga kabanda ko. Boys… Maraming salamat palagi sa walang sawang pagbigay 
ng oras, pagod, pasensya at puso niyo para sa banda natin.

Everyone from UNPLUG MAGAZINE, thank you for giving us theopportunity to be a 
part of this issue! Sobrang na-appreciate naming lahat. Hindi namin makakalimutan 

lahat ng nangyari para dito.  Mabuhay kayo! 
- MICH

Thank you sa lahat ng nakaka-appreciate at naniniwala sa Southern Lights! Thank 
you family and friends na walang sawang sumusuporta sa amin no matter what.

- CHARLES

I just want to thank anyone who listens and appreciates our music, and to anyone 
who believes in us. Thank you.

- HOWARD

Thank you to our Yellow Room Music family, kuya Monty, kuya Dinggoy, ate Iah, sir 
Jam Bumanlag of Even and Nineworkz Productions, kuya Benok,  

Chel, Reggie, sa mga bumubuo ng Unplug Magazine maraming salamat sa 
opportunity, our families, loved ones and God.

- PATRICK

Nagpapasalamat ako sa Yellow Room, kina kuya Monty, Kuya Dinggoy,
Iah, Benok, Chel, Reggie at sa mga bumubuo ng Unplug Magazine. Daddy, Mommy, 

Jasmin, Justin, maraming salamat sa suporta at sa mga kabanda kong walang 
sawang tumatawa sa mga jokes ko habang nabiyahe kami kapag may gigs or 

rehearsal salamat mga kapatid. Sa babaeng minamahal ko ng lubos at inspiration ko 
na si Dra. Joyce Anne Billedo, maraming salamat! Sa mga fans at supporters namin, 

maraming salamat! Kahit maulan at traffic papuntang gig nandiyan parin
kayo para sa musikang pinoy

- JR

Sa mga sumusuporta sa amin at sa music namin, maraming salamat! Salamat 
sa Yellow Room na palaging nag bibigay ng opportunities sa amin. Salamat sa 

mga kabanda ko! Salamat sa mga magulang namin na sinusuportahan ang aming 
passion. Words are not enough to express how thankful we are!

- PAUL



CONTACT INFORMATION

For bookings & inquiries, please contact Yellow Room Music:

Richard Guevarra
 • (+63) 926 757 5495
 • (+63) 923 603 9058

Iah Potestades
 • (+63) 929 088 8958
 • (02) 403 4814

Email Address
 • southernlightsph@gmail.com
 
Social Media:
 • Facebook  www.facebook.com/southernlightsph 
 • Instagram  www.instagram.com/southernlightsph 
 • YouTube  www.youtube.com/channel/UCYeS8xLaiE23pKgKBMzDiWQ 
 • Spotify  open.spotify.com/artist/33wLJl2TFmw8mEDztLnG2F 
 • SoundCloud  soundcloud.com/southernlightsph



S P O T L I G H T

Real Name: Gerard Michael Garcia
Studied: PSBA Manila

Course: BS Accountancy
Full time Job: Accountant

Photography Gear: 
Canon 5D Mk3

Canon 17-40mm f4.5-5.6
Canon 50mm f1.4

Canon 24-70mm f2.8 (1st gen)
Canon 70-200mm f2.8 IS II

Canon 430 EX Speedlite

Facebook: fb.com/GeeGarcia.Photography
Instagram: @geegarcia.photography 
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  Gee Garcia has been 
around the music scene 

for over 4 years and capturing great 
photographs. And only on his 2nd year he 
was named as the 2016 Red Horse Beer 
Rock Photographer of the Year.

I am Gerard Garcia and I 
am 29 years old. Most people call 
me “Gee” because some find it 
difficult to pronounce Gerard and 
then the nickname kinda got stuck 
with me for years now.
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CAN YOU TELL 
US ABOUT YOUR 
BACKGROUND AND 
HOW YOU GOT INTO 
PHOTOGRAPHY?
I used to travel a lot for 
work and then in 2010 I 
decided to get myself my 
very first camera. That’s 
when I got into landscape 
and street photography. I just really love 
the spontaneity of the street; I was also 
fascinated by the intricacy and the need 
for so much planning and patience with 
landscape photography. I self taught 
myself basic photography by watching 
YouTube video tutorials and reading 
photography magazines and books. 
And then in 2015, I went through a bad 
breakup and I had to focus my attention 
to something else, otherwise I would’ve 
gone crazy. That’s when I saw Niña’s 
announcement that she’ll be holding a 
focused group workshop which I enrolled 
into. The program consisted a three-day 

session and day 1 was the introduction to 
music photography, the basics, tips and 
tricks. Day 2 was the practical application 
of what we learned from day 1. And day 
3 was when we sit down and had 1 on 
1 sessions with Niña and she teaches 
us how to select the best photos, how to 
post process and she gives us her honest 
critiquing and advice. At the end of the 
sessions, she told us to go out, practice 
and shoot small bar gigs, that’s when I 
met Monty Macalino of Mayonnaise and 
started shooting for them; and the rest 
was history. 



WHAT PHOTOGRAPHY 
EQUIPMENT(S) DO YOU 
TAKE WITH YOU?
I only have one camera body, so there’s 
that. As far as lenses are concerned, 
what I take or do not take depends on 
the size of the venue, the stage and 
the crowd. I usually bring all of them 
when I do not know yet how big the 
venue is or how tall and wide the stage 
is. And then when I get to the venue, 
I walk around the concert grounds to 
scout and observe, and then I decide 
which lenses to bring and which ones 
to leave in the car. For small events 
in really tight venues like Saguijo or 
Route 196, I use the 24-70. It is a very 
versatile and capable lens so long 
as you’ve gotten used to the weight 
because it is a pretty heavy piece of 
glass. Plus, it is weather sealed so 
it could stand any test of nature. I 
seldom bring a tripod. I think the only 
time I brought one out was when I 
wanted a long exposure shot of the 
entire Amoranto Sports Complex for 
Pulp Summerslam. 

WHICH ONE IS YOUR 
FAVORITE LENS AND 
WHY DO YOU PREFER IT?
I love all of my lenses. Each one has 
its own purpose and its own edge over 
the others, however if I can only have 
one, I would probably choose my  
24-70 f2.8 for its versatility.
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DO YOU HAVE ANY RITUAL/
ROUTINE BEFORE AND AFTER 
DOING SOME SHOTS?
Before every shoot or gig, I always chug 
down a bottle of Monster or Red Bull. 
Sometimes, I also mix it up with a bar of 
Snickers. I do this to fill myself up with 
some extra energy specially for those 
long shoots where I need to stand and 
run around for hours under the intense 
heat of the sun. And then I always try 
to be at the venue an hour before the 
event starts to study the venue and the 
crowd. This gives me an idea of the 
shots I want, the best angles to shoot, 
and where to take them. 

HOW DO YOU GO ABOUT 
SELECTING WHICH PHOTOS TO 
KEEP / DISCARD?
After every gig before I drive and leave, 
I export the photos from my memory 
card to my computer so that when I 
get home, they’d be ready for import to 
Lightroom. When I can, before I go to 
sleep, and while they’re still fresh in my 
memory, I go through all the thumbnails 
and either flag or rate the photos that 
I want to post process and then I go 
through them again. I don’t delete the 
discarded photos though. I know some 
photographers who say that we need 
to know when to “kill your babies”, but 
I just haven’t got the knack of deleting 
unwanted photos. I’ve kept all of them in 
my hard drives for future reference. 
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WHICH EDITING SOFTWARE 
DO YOU USUALLY USE? ALSO 
HOW GOOD WOULD YOU 
DESCRIBE YOUR SKILLS IN THAT 
SOFTWARE?
I use Lightroom to edit and post 
process my photos. Although, I 
don’t do much editing to my photos 
because I wanted it to look as natural 
as it can, I can probably say that I’m 
an intermediate or an advanced user 
since I’ve been using it for years and 
may have already learned a trick or 
two. And when there’s something 
in the photo that is too distracting 
or is something that I wanted to be 
removed or altered, that’s when I go 
to Photoshop to further process the 
image. 

WHAT ARE THE USUAL POST-
PROCESSING STEPS THAT YOU 
DO ON SUCH IMAGES?
I always shoot in RAW format. This 
means that when I import the photos 
to Lightroom, the picture will look 
bland. First, I make sure that the 
image is sharp and then I add contrast 
and adjust the shadows and blacks. 
Usually, I’d like it vibrant so I’d adjust 
and increase the vibrance. I seldom 
adjust the saturation. I just leave it 
as it is. I also adjust the tone curve 
depending on the mood of the picture. 
And lastly, I increase the sharpness 
by adding a mask first to make sure it 
only applies to the edges. At the same 
time, I apply some noise reduction to 
tone down some grain if there is any.
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FROM YOUR POINT OF VIEW, WHAT 
MAKES A GOOD PHOTOGRAPH?
A good photograph tells not just a story 
but “the story”. A good photograph in 
music photography makes its audience 
not just see the story but also feel it. It 
takes them to a journey and brings them 
into the heat of the moment as if they 
were also there. It shows not just the 
person performing, but everything in it: 
the emotion, the sweat, the banging on 
the floor, the lights (or the absence of it), 
the roar of the fans. 

WHO INFLUENCED  
YOU THE MOST?
When I first had my camera, I watch 
videos of Zach Arias, Chase Jarvis, 
Gordon Lang and Kai Wong of DigitalRev. 
These famous photographers showed 
me how much fun they have by doing the 
thing they love the most – photography. 
In music photography, I am influenced 
mostly by my mentor, Niña Sandejas and 
I also really look up to Rey Teves. Both of 
them, I’ve been following even before I 
got into music photography. I remember 
subscribing to Niña’s Tumblr and blogs 
and just really fan-boying to her concert 
photos of Red Hot Chili Peppers, 
Greyhoundz, Foo Fighters, Muse and a 
lot more.  I was a fan of Rey when I only 
knew him as “Daddy Rakista”. I mean 
who would have thought of such a cool 
pseudonym, right? 

I also learn from fellow photographers 
I meet on the pit. I observe and study 
their shots and see what things I could 
possibly bring into my style of shooting. 



ANY HOBBIES ASIDE FROM 
PHOTOGRAPHY
I’ve always loved music as a child. My 
mother loves singing and she taught 
me how to sing.  I used to sing and 
play for a band in my younger years. 
This is probably the reason why I 
got myself into concert photography, 
because I have always been a music 
lover from the start. 

I am also a big fan of documentaries 
about history, physics, astronomy and 
other weird nerdy stuff. I watch a lot of 
movies and TV series too in my free 
time.  I am also a car guy so I love 
looking at cars and driving. 

WHAT IS YOUR FIRST 
DSLR CAMERA?
My first camera was a
Canon 550D with the 
18-55mm kit lens. 
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WHAT IN YOUR OPINION, IS THE 
MOST IMPORTANT TO CONSIDER 
WHILE SHOOTING IN CONCERTS / 
GIG / MUSIC FESTIVALS?
Shoes. Wear comfy shoes. Haha! I 
know this could be the last thing on any 
photographer’s list of things to consider 
during shoots, but when you stand and 
run around a big field for hours, a really 
comfortable shoes can make a mile of 
a difference. It is also very important to 
know where the source of light is coming 
from or understand how the strobes are 
moving around the stage and knowing 
how you can utilize them to add intensity 
to your shots. Sometimes, these lights 
go in sync with the music. This means 
that you also need to familiarize yourself 
with the songs and know where it 
escalates because most of the time, this 
is the point where the band members 
get all hyped up and where all the action 
happens. And as a music photographer, 
you’d want to capture all these intense 
and powerful action shots. 



CAN YOU TELL US YOUR MOST UNIQUE/
UNFORGETTABLE/WEIRD EXPERIENCE?
I was kicked in the forehead! It was 
Greyhoundz’s 19th anniversary gig and the 
crowd went crazy when they started playing. 
I climbed one of the steel barricades of the 
pit and focused on the rowdy crowd as I was 
looking through the viewfinder of my camera. 
So, with one eye closed and the other looking 
through the lens, I did not see this one fan that 
was crowd surfing and was coming really fast 
to my direction. I was hit hard in the face that 
the outsole of his shoes might have left a mark 
on my forehead.  Hahaha!

Also, during Megadeth’s set for Pulp Summer 
Slam, I climbed a three-storey high scaffolding 
that was holding the big center spotlight. When 
Megadeth played, everyone ran up in front to 
take pictures of the American thrash metal 
band. And since everyone else was already 
taking pictures in front, I thought of how I can 
make my shots different from the others. So, 
I looked around for some possible angles and 
then I saw the towering scaffolding. I went 
around back and climbed it. When I reached 
the top, I found a wooden platform where the 
spotlight and a crew of operators were set up. 
When they saw me, they moved a little bit to 
make room for me to sit on. I also realized that 
the wind was blowing really hard up there that 
I could feel the scaffolding swaying. I couldn’t 
figure out how I would position myself to get 
a decent shot. I didn’t know if I was going to 
kneel down, sit or stand up to get the shot that 
I wanted. And as soon as I was able to take a 
few shots, it crossed my mind that I didn’t want 
to die yet and that I had to go down already. 
I was so scared that when I stood up, my 
knees were shaking. I imagined myself falling 
off the scaffolding to the tune of Megadeth’s 
“Symphony of Destruction”.



WHAT’S THE BIGGEST LESSON
YOU’VE LEARNED SO FAR
IN CONCERT / MUSIC PHOTOGRAPHY? 
I learned that a good photograph is not just 
about the perfect exposure or composition but 
about the emotions it brings out of people when 
they look at it or how it influences them. In 
music photography, it can be a mixture of a lot 
of things: facial expression, lights, movements, 
dynamism and a lot more. It also very important 
to continue to improve everyday. The pursuit to 
learn something new never stops.

Also, if you are good at what you do, don’t give 
it away for free, otherwise “they” will just take 
advantage of you. Photography requires a lot of 
skill and time; you should at least be compensated 
for these. 



WHAT IS YOUR MOTIVATION/
INSPIRATION IN PHOTOGRAPHY?
I am inspired by the idea of 
promulgating concert photography as 
an art and as a profession, because 
I think it is one genre of photography 
that not a lot of people are familiar 
with. 

HOW DO YOU SEE THE MUSIC 
PHOTOGRAPHY INDUSTRY 
5-YEARS FROM NOW?
I hope the music photography 
in the Philippines would change 
for the better and that the music 
photographers get the appreciation 
and compensation they deserve. We 
have a lot of really good and talented 
music photographers today. They just 
haven’t got the break they need to 
fuel their careers. 

WHICH MUSIC PHOTOGRAPHERS 
DO YOU ADMIRE?
I have a long list of music 
photographers that I admire. Locally, 
I’m a fan of Niña Sandejas, Rey 
Teves, Roxanne Nebres, Art Estole, 
Red Rivera, Anj Cruz, Jeremy Caisip, 
Andrew Greogry Nacilla Son and 
John Mari Antonio Marcelo. 
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WHAT TIP DO YOU HAVE 
FOR ANYONE STARTING 
IN THE MUSIC/ CONCERT 
PHOTOGRAPHY?
Just do it! 

ANY MESSAGE TO ALL ASPIRING 
PHOTOGRAPHERS, ANY TIPS?
First, learn the basics with your 
heart and know when to break them. 
Understand how light works and 
embrace the absence of it. Darkness 
can be a good thing sometimes as it 
can be used for some artsy material. 
Do not be afraid to experiment and 
play with your shots. Never stop 
believing in yourself. The future 
belongs to those who believe in the 
beauty of their dreams.

Lastly, take care of yourselves 
because you need to be healthy and 
strong to be able to do your craft at 
the top of your level.



I will be back with hopefully some 
new, interesting and relevant content. 

I currently enjoy looking at the new up and 
coming photographers today. They just keep 
getting better and better. And I’d love to see all 
the new and familiar faces at the pit soon! 

I’d also like to thank everyone who appreciates 
what I do and those people who continuously 
support me. Thanks to all the people who 
mentored me and guided me. To Rey Teves 
for the words of wisdom; to Anne Apolinar, 
Margaret Manika for still believing in me; 
to the Mayonnaise band and crew for the 
friendship, to my family and friends, to the 
10,000 followers of my page (sana dumami 
pa kayo. Pramis, bawi ako), to UNPLUG 
Magazine for this feature about me and what I 
do, and to you, the person reading this for your 
interest in this feature about me, thank you.
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IO Leandro Lamac (Vocals)  |  Gwen Olis (Guitars)

JL Herrera (Guitars)  |  JM Depante (Bass)
Kevin Salazar (Drums)

"It all started with an exchange of text messages from me 
and JM. We were thinking of a band name in which we will 
never be ashamed when asked, compared in our previous 
band(hahaha). We've agreed that this band that we will be 
forming should sound like this and that, have this somewhat like 
of a vision, should be like this, a positive message to all, and 
stuff. One night, I was texting JM saying that im going through 
a problem(which i dont remember) for a hell of a month(maybe 
it was my grades at school, hahaha!), and said "Lagi nalang 
Kalbaryo dito sa bahay". When i was about to send the 
message, the word "Kalbaryo" got stucked on my mind and 
said that this would be a good name for the band. Facing all the 
struggles in life but would never surrender." - GwenBY
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WHO ARE YOUR MAJOR 
INFLUENCES?
Leandro: The bands inspired me when i 
was kid are mostly from laguna hardcore 
such as Piledriver , Unheard , DOA , 
Mihara , Groundzero , Brawler and many 
more. 

Kevin: Valley Of Chrome of course 
Killswitch Engage, Atreyu 

JL: The ghost inside, Stick to your guns, 
As i lay dying, The Devil Wears Prada

JM:  ABR, For Today, Parkway Drive

Gwen: There are so many bands/genre 
that i have listened to. From Slipknot to 
New Found Glory to Ska to Black Metal 
but to explain my drive on why i want to 
be in a band, i guess that would be me 
listening to Valley of Chrome and Senses 
Fail back when i was in highschool.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU ALL 
KNOWN EACH OTHER?
Leandro: Kevin is my officemate and 
was introduced to me by one of my 
college friend 4 years ago. This one is 
an awkward story on how we met JL. JL 
is playing on his previous band named 
Viseria on a same gig that we are also be 
playing. Our former guitarist, Donn, did 
not bring his own guitar for an unknown 
reason. And me, a stranger with enough 
courage, talked to JL and asked him if we 
can borrow his guitar. Without hesitation, 
this kind kid said yes just like he knew us 
for a long time to trust us. This happened 
circa 2013.

Kevin: - 2yrs but it feels like 10 years on 
how we fool around each other 

JL: 2 years

Gwen: Current roster would be the same 
answer JL and Kebun have. Hahaha. I've 
known JM since we were in college and 
thought that dota playing was our future 
hahahaha!

WHEN DID YOU FORM YOUR BAND? 
WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO MAKE  
MUSIC TOGETHER?

Leandro: Our band was formed by Gwen 
last 2010 to play on a birthday event/gig 
named Birth of the Devourer organized 
by our friend Sebastian who was in a 
band(Erkei) as well. We cover songs 
from Hatebreed , All that remains , Red 
Jumpsuit Apparatus and Valley of Chrome 
. Then after that, we realized that ìThis 
was funî and we should create our own 
material.

Gwen: Before Calvario, there was a 
5 man band named A Tragic Silence. 
It consist of Jm, Donn, me, our former 
vocalist and drummer. Our previous 
vocalist and drummer departed from the 
band due to personal matter. Since me 
and Jm really wanted to continue playing, 
we decided to start a new band.

ANY WEBSITE/LINK TO LISTEN TO 
OUR SONGS OR CD RELEASE?

Leandro: We have our facebook page 
www.facebook.com/calvariolghxc Our live 
performance is available there. Also we 
have a lyric video of Lorem Vita that is 
available on youtube.
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WHERE HAVE YOU PERFORMED? 
WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE AND 
LEAST FAVORITE VENUES? ANY 
UPCOMING SHOWS/TOURS?
Leandro: Mostly underground scene like 
Hardcore Hope events every Piledriverís 
anniversary gigs ,You Are What You Wear 
, Mosh with Jesus and Rakrakan Festival 
. We also have our least favorite events 
but i think we donít need to mention that . 
(Laughter) 

Kevin: Rakrakan Festival

JL:  Favorite venue: Quarry Bar

JM: Hardcore Hope events 

Gwen: We recently finished the 
Monologue Album tour with our dear 
friends from Dying Manifesto and 
currently planning to do a set of gigs/tour 
by the Demolition Team(Calvario, Dying 
Manifesto, Palmera). As of now, we dont 
want to say any specific dates with our 
album release but hopefully coming out 
very soon! As for the most favorite event 
that we have played, for me, it would be 
the 2018 Rakrakan Festival.

WHICH SONGS DO YOU PERFORM 
MOST FREQUENTLY? DO YOU EVER 
PLAY ANY COVERS?
Leandro: We play our own original 
compositions. We already have 5 original 
songs but of one of our favorite is Lorem 
Vita . We also play our own version of 
Points of Authority by Linkin Park .

JL: We recently did a cover of Points 
of Authority by Linkin Park. We even 
included it in our first album. 

WHO WRITES YOUR SONGS? WHAT 
ARE THE MAIN THEMES OR TOPICS 
FOR MOST OF YOUR SONGS?
Leandro - Gwen and I wrote those songs. 
We love to write songs about faith and 
positivity . 

JL: Mostly our songs are about positivity 
in life.

COULD YOU BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE 
MUSIC-MAKING PROCESS?
JL: We often do riff making first. And then, 
lyrics are created by Leandro and Gwen.



WHAT ARE YOUR REHEARSALS 
GENERALLY LIKE? DO YOU HAVE A 
SET TIME EACH WEEK IN WHICH YOU 
PRACTICE OR ARE REHEARSALS 
MORE SPONTANEOUS?
JL: Mostly we set our rehearsals every 
saturday.

Gwen: Saturday is either Gig day or 
rehearsal day for us.

HOW HAS YOUR MUSIC EVOLVED 
SINCE YOU FIRST BEGAN PLAYING 
MUSIC TOGETHER
Leandro: From cover songs without any 
specific genre we came up and stick to 
Metalcore / Hardcore Music . 

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST 
CHALLENGE AS A BAND? HAVE YOU 
BEEN ABLE TO OVERCOME THAT 
CHALLENGE? 
Leandro: For me it is finding a passionate 
band member. So far, i think we found the 
right line up for this band . 

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR 
PEOPLE WHO WANT TO FORM  
THEIR OWN BANDS
Leandro: Have fun, guys. Be 
compassionate. Put a lot of focus and 
time, also find a day job with a weekend 
rest day so you can still play every 
weekend . 

Also expect that we need to spend some 
money for our passion. So find a way to 
pursue the passion without affecting our 
personal budget for our family. I suggest 
that you produce and sell your band 
merchandise like band shirts. 

Expect that for this kind of genre we donít 
get paid. We live for this, not that we do 
this for living.
Kevin - Just enjoy the process and 
take every criticism as a room for 
improvement. 

Gwen - If you want to have or be in a 
band, you must have these 3 things:

Enormous amount of passion and 
drive. When i say, enormous, i meant 
ENORMOUS! There will be lots of factors 
that will make your drive go dry. Like 
monetary challenge, self esteem, and 
stuff. 

You will need to sacrifice things for your 
passion. There will be a point in your life 
where you will be provided an option other 
than playing in a band. Opportunities like 
can go abroad for work and stuff. For me, 
i chose the latter.

Last would be, you need to act 
professionally. Professionalism is not 
being awarded to you by someone else. 
Professionalism starts within. May it be 
on stage or off stage. You need to think if 
the move you will make is a professional 
move or a dick move. Like, if your band 
decided to practice 5pm sharp, then be 
there 10minutes earlier. There is a big 
difference with Professionalism and being 
a Jerk.

JM: Don't let your haters get the best of 
you.



IS THERE ANYONE YOU'D LIKE TO 
ACKNOWLEDGE AND THANK FOR?
Gwen: We want to give thanks to the people who believed in us and 
supported us. As much as to the people who thought that we would 
never make it, you guys are our drive to strive better and to push harder 
on our craft.

Mad props to the Laguna Hardcore family for giving us doors to 
opportunities. 

Demolition Team for the mad love and friendship and also for having 
our back! Dickies Philippines for giving chance to independent bands 
to play in a big event like Rakrakan Festival. To the crazy Clothing lines 
that we have bonded with and befriended, you guys know who you are. 
To the sick sick bands that we have played with and shared the stage 
with!

ANY LAST WORDS?
Gwen: Calvario would like to say thanks to UNPLUG MAGAZINE for 
having us in this interview! Froi of Pride and Trust clothing and Jasper 
Laugico from Brainstorm clothing!

Rakenrowl!
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Jong Lacson (Vocals)  |  Symon Canonoy (Lead Guitarist) 
 Michael Aguja (Guitars)  |  Geoffrey Magboo (Bass Guitars) 

Carlo Santos (Drummer)
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Our major influences are mainly Killswitch Engage and As I lay 
Dying, however some of our influences are Gideon, Deftones, 
The Ghost Inside, Counterparts,  Periphery, Intervals, Lamb of 
God and Volumes.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU ALL KNOWN EACH OTHER?
Symon and Carlo have known each other for a long time, and 
Geoff is their common friend since 2010 then Carlo met Mike back 
then when  Carlo was working in a music store (JB music) and 
met Jong 2015 introduced by a friend since Carlo was looking for 
a vocalist. Symon, Geoff and Carlo have been planning to form 
this band since 2012 then when Carlo met Jong we instantly set 
up a meeting. But then our friend "Rerel" who was supposed to 
be the one of our guitarist told us he cannot commit, then Carlo 
bumped in to Mike the night Rerel told us that he cannot join us 
and asked Mike to join us instead (since they also plan to form a 
band) and there you go thats how "As Prophets Fall" was formed.
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WHEN DID YOU FORM YOUR BAND? 
WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO MAKE MUSIC 
TOGETHER?
Jan 2016, we are inspired on whats 
happening in our daily lives and remembring 
our friends and loved ones who passed 
away through music. 

ANY WEBSITE/LINK TO LISTEN TO 
OUR SONGS OR CD RELEASE?
We dont actually have a CD yet, but we 
released a single back in November 2017 
entitled "Rise and fall" its uploaded in our 
facebook page, fb.com/asprophetsfall and 
you can also search it in youtube. We are 
also planning to release an EP this year so 
keep posted to our page.

WHERE HAVE YOU PERFORMED? 
WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE AND 
LEAST FAVORITE VENUES? ANY 
UPCOMING SHOWS/TOURS?
We focused our gigs down south. Laguna, 
Cavite, Paranaque, Las Pinas. Most favorite 
and memorable one was at Siniloan, 
Laguna where a lot of people moshing in 
front of us while we perform. Not just the 
usual small pit. It was crazy, about 100 to 
300 people watching and moshing. 

WHICH SONGS DO YOU PERFORM 
MOST FREQUENTLY? DO YOU EVER 
PLAY ANY COVERS?
We perform all our composed songs since 
we only have 4-5 songs in our inventory at 
the moment. We havent done any covers 
at the moment. 

WHO WRITES YOUR SONGS? WHAT 
ARE THE MAIN THEMES OR TOPICS 
FOR MOST OF YOUR SONGS?
We all participate in the writing process. 
We actually distribute the load to everyone. 

Jong is working on the growl and most of 
the lyrics then we share some lyrics to 
him if we created some, Symon has done 
some writing and mostly the riffs together 
with Mike (they are inseperable lol). 

Geoff, Symon and mike is for the 
arrangement, chords and bassline.

Carlo is hands on with his drumparts with 
some bit of advice from us. Theme of our 
music is about our loved ones who passed 
away, this is our tribute to them. 

COULD YOU BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE 
MUSIC-MAKING PROCESS?
We put a lot of emotions and passion in 
making our music. 

WHAT ARE YOUR REHEARSALS 
GENERALLY LIKE? DO YOU HAVE A 
SET TIME EACH WEEK IN WHICH YOU 
PRACTICE OR ARE REHEARSALS 
MORE SPONTANEOUS?
We do rehearse once a month since the 
members are somehow time restricted 
but somehow we grab the opportunity if 
everyones available or make sure that we 
always practice our parts individually at 
home.

HOW HAS YOUR MUSIC EVOLVED 
SINCE YOU FIRST BEGAN PLAYING 
MUSIC TOGETHER?
Our music evolve as we encounter new 
people, new bands and new experiences. 
We always based our music through what 
is happening in our everyday life hence 
we can say that our music is evolving 
constantly.



WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE 
AS A BAND? HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO 
OVERCOME THAT CHALLENGE? 
Arguing about our differences, perspective in music 
and things about growth. We may argue but we 
make sure that we are arguing about big things 
that would help the band grow and not with small 
things. At the end of the day, we are brothers, and 
brothers are indestructible. 

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR PEOPLE 
WHO WANT TO FORM THEIR OWN BANDS?
Follow what kind of music your heart wants to 
create. A composition without heart is good as a 
music that is dead.



 "We would like to acknowledge "SOLID EMPIRE PRODUCTIONS" 
and Norbhe for always having us. Our first gig was actually from their 
productions.

 We would also like to thank Neil of Dying Manifesto/Empire 
Records for always helping us with our tracks, Earl Magno for helping 
us with our lyric video, we would also like to thank Rerel Alipio and 
Aldrin Millar (PUFF Clothing) for always being ready to do a session 
with us if someone is missing,  also Drell (KLWKN Clothing), Psyche 
(RISE OF BRUTALITY) for always supporting us and of course Kuya 
Froi (Pride&Trust) and Laguna Hardcore fam. Mad love for these 
people."

 "Thank you for having us UNPLUG MAGAZINE thank you for the 
people who supports and believes in us. And keep posted to our page 
since we are about to release some good stuff for you guys. Thanks!"

 - As Prophet Falls
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Ralph Daguimol (Vocalist)
Banjo Retonda (Guitarist)  |  Jerson Manalo (Guitarist)

Kevin Capunitan (Bassist)  |  Franco Ijan Vali-os (Drummer)

Our major influences are Slipknot, Lamb of God, Suicied Silence 
& White Chapel

HOW LONG HAVE YOU ALL KNOWN EACH OTHER?
The band formed year 2010. We started in one company, we see 
each other performing in every company event until the company 
shutdown year 2013. 

WHEN DID YOU FORM YOUR BAND? WHAT 
INSPIRED YOU TO MAKE MUSIC TOGETHER?
Then 2015 we decided to form a band outside the company since 
all of us love music. We have a lot of difference in terms of genre.

We inspired in our favorite foreign and local bands ang we are 
dreaming that someday we can make our own song and we can 
share it to others And we have one goal to spread and share our 
music BY
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ANY WEBSITE/LINK TO LISTEN TO 
OUR SONGS OR CD RELEASE?
youtu.be/kHOdoq4VFnY, youtube.com/
watch?v=Rms-3nHCP5M, and we also 
have band camp..
digthegreed.bandcamp.com/

WHERE HAVE YOU PERFORMED? 
WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE AND 
LEAST FAVORITE VENUES? ANY 
UPCOMING SHOWS/TOURS?
We also perform here at Sta. Rosa, Laguna 
last You Are What You Year. All bars the we 
can play is our favorite. We have upcoming 
show in Laguna Music Fest 2019.

WHICH SONGS DO YOU PERFORM 
MOST FREQUENTLY? DO YOU EVER 
PLAY ANY COVERS?
Mostly our original songs. Messiah, 
Frontline, Serpent and we do covers like 
song of Slipknot, Sic, AOV, Surfacing, 
The Heretic Anthem

WHO WRITES YOUR SONGS? WHAT 
ARE THE MAIN THEMES OR TOPICS 
FOR MOST OF YOUR SONGS?
Mostly our lead vocalist and lead guitarist 
write our songs like our firs song we inspire 
in our hero soldiers. 

COULD YOU BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE 
MUSIC-MAKING PROCESS?
First we make lyrycs then nxt we are mostly 
schedule of house jam. Bondinng each 
other then foodtrip after tha we can give 
our suggestion to make our song great.

WHAT ARE YOUR REHEARSALS 
GENERALLY LIKE? DO YOU HAVE A 
SET TIME EACH WEEK IN WHICH YOU 
PRACTICE OR ARE REHEARSALS 
MORE SPONTANEOUS?
Almost we are rehearsal once a week 
the if a band member cant commite the 
rehearsal we are sched in our house jam.



HOW HAS YOUR MUSIC EVOLVED SINCE YOU FIRST 
BEGAN PLAYING MUSIC TOGETHER?
Past 2 yrs one music prduction (catharsis production) gave 
our chance to play our music. Then after that more music 
production invite us and giving again a chance to play our 
music

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE AS A 
BAND? HAVE YOU BEEN ABLE TO OVERCOME THAT 
CHALLENGE? 
If so, how? Our biggest challenge as a band is our 
schedule but we try our best to meet each other and 
commited in our gigs.

WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR PEOPLE WHO 
WANT TO FORM THEIR OWN BANDS? 
As a band we advice people do their own goal. Be 
responsible what task you have.and stay in your mind 
that we are one. Continues dreaming, make your own 
song and share to others. And last commitment for us is 
very important. Dont waste the trust that giving to us..

IS THERE ANYONE YOU'D LIKE TO 
ACKNOWLEDGE AND THANK FOR?
Big thanks and respect to our brother sir froi trust..for 
giving a chance to share our simple biography..

ANY LAST WORDS?
Don't feed the seed of your greed, because it will make 
you bleed.
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Kalvin Tampico (Vocalist)  |  Ron Temporada (Lead Guitars)
Franz Barrientos (Rythm Guitars)

Mack Nuyda (Bassist)  |  Jerry Viola (Drummer)

Our vocalist Kalvin came up with the band name 
MILDSKILL, which was agreed upon by each member 
cause we did not want an over the top sounding 
name. Basically we just want it to be simple. 

Local NU metal bands that really influenced us  big time are 
Queso, Greyhoundz, Slapshock, and Wilabaliw. And in the 
international scene, first on the list would be Ill Nino, Korn,  
Slipknot, Mudvayne, 40 Below Summer. 

HOW LONG HAVE YOU ALL KNOWN EACH OTHER?
Kalvin, Ron and myself (Franz) have known each other for a 
while now more or less a decade, Kalvin and Ron met at an 
event which grew to friendship, Ron and I live in the same 
subdivision and our moms knew each other from work. Our 
bassist mac was introduced to us by Kalvin which he knew from 
a friend which was back in 2015. Then Jerry our drummer who 
is the most recent addition to the group, we met him at an 
event in 2016 when he was still with his former band "Gazera". 
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WHEN DID YOU FORM YOUR BAND? 
WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO MAKE 
MUSIC TOGETHER?
MILDSKILL was formed early 2014 and 
what inspired us to do music together is 
the same level of drive and passion that 
we have, to play.

AND CREATE MUSIC.
ANY WEBSITE/LINK TO LISTEN TO 
OUR SONGS OR CD RELEASE?
EP/CD is still on the works, but people 
can follow us on www.fb.com/mildskill, 
we also have a song up on spotify, just 
search "Mildskill-huling alas" which you 
can also find on youtube.

WHERE HAVE YOU PERFORMED? 
WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE AND 
LEAST FAVORITE VENUES? ANY 
UPCOMING SHOWS/TOURS?
We have performed in Laguna, Quezon 
Province, Quezon City, Mindoro, some 
places around Metro Manila, Pampanga.

WHICH SONGS DO YOU PERFORM 
MOST FREQUENTLY? DO YOU EVER 
PLAY ANY COVERS?
We play the songs "Testamento", "Huling 
Alas" and, "Reyalidad". We do cover 
songs too and the one we play the most is 
"Payaso" by Ill nino.

WHO WRITES YOUR SONGS? WHAT 
ARE THE MAIN THEMES OR TOPICS 
FOR MOST OF YOUR SONGS?
Each member provides their own flavor 
and ideas to every song. we leave the 
lyrics to be written by kalvin but still is 
open for all. Our songs mostly focus 
is overcoming and striving through 
circumstances we encounter.

COULD YOU BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE 
MUSIC-MAKING PROCESS?
Our songwriting process involves each 
member's ideas and creativity. i would say 
it's like a puzzle, everyone holds a piece 
that we put together and transforms into 
an artwork.

WHAT ARE YOUR REHEARSALS 
GENERALLY LIKE? DO YOU HAVE A 
SET TIME EACH WEEK IN WHICH YOU 
PRACTICE OR ARE REHEARSALS 
MORE SPONTANEOUS?
Our rehearsals are more on the 
spontaneous side, as we have to adjust to 
each member's schedule based on either 
professional and/or personal availability.

HOW HAS YOUR MUSIC EVOLVED 
SINCE YOU FIRST BEGAN PLAYING 
MUSIC TOGETHER? 
As years go by our sound has become 
more distinct as "MILDSKILL". There 
have been line up changes which added 
flair to our sound with the addition of their 
knowledge and style, that being said the 
sound become more solid and complete 
than it used to be.

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST 
CHALLENGE AS A BAND? HAVE YOU 
BEEN ABLE TO OVERCOME THAT 
CHALLENGE? IF SO, HOW? 
Probably that would be finances. We 
are a band that did not come from rich 
families, to remedy that we try to spend 
money wisely and save up for our gears, 
gigs and recording.
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WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR PEOPLE WHO 
WANT TO FORM THEIR OWN BANDS? 
Take things one step at a time, practice, research and 
invest on good quality gear.

IS THERE ANYONE YOU'D LIKE TO 
ACKNOWLEDGE AND THANK FOR? 
They are too many to mention, we just want to thank 
everybody who stuck with us and supported us since 
the beginning. 

ANY LAST WORDS?
We love how many people appreciates the music that 
we make, we never anticipated that. Weíre going to 
continue to do music for us and for the people who 
loves us and our music.
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OPEN YOUR EYES TO 

OVERTURE
Officially formed: February 2016
Genre: Heavy Alternative Rock
Facebook: fb.com/overturemusicph
Instagram: overturemusicph

Members:
Arlene Alcantara - Vocals
Drei David Rapadas - Guitars 
Jeremiah Miramar - Guitars
Jayson Sabeniano - Bass 
Rage Magpali - Drums 

 
Musical Influences: 
Local:   Urbandub, Faspitch, Typecast 

Foreign:  Sent by Ravens, 
Sleeping with Sirens, 
Deftones,Incubus, 
Saosin,Silverstein, 
Flyleaf, A Perfect Circle, 
Glassjaw



SONG MAKING PROCESS?
It varies depending on my mood but most 
of the time, I start with coming up with a 
riff or chord progression then the melody, 
lastly, the lyrics. I preproduce the song 
then send to the rest of the guys for inputs. 
The details and changes are usually done 
in the recording phase or at times during 
rehearsals. 

LYRICAL CONTENTS
So far all of the songs I have made have 
positive outlook. They talk about hope and 
love and encouragement. Some are based 
off of personal experience. Pikit Mata (our  
first single) talks about being unsure of 
what the future holds between two lovers, 
not because they are uncertain of their 
feelings but more of securing their future 
thus the title, "Pikit Mata". 

WHY OVERTURE?
Overture means- an intro to something 
substantial. It's a beggining of something 
good. 

The band was formed initially to spread 
hope and love through our type of music. 
Influences- Deftones, Incubus, 311, 
Saosin, Underoath, Nirvana, Smashing 
Pumpkins. Current gear set- Boss DD500, 
Line 6 M9, Strymon Riverside. All are 
controlled by Pedalbot looper - Drei David 
Rapadas

HOW DO YOU PRODUCE YOUR 
SONGS?
In the song writing process, a song 
usually starts with a guitar riff made 
by Drei(guitarist) then followed by the 
individual ideas of each member of the 
band. We create songs with the help of 
modern technology which helps us make 
the process much faster and more likely 
to have the best results out of it. I(Rage) 
am the man behind the techie stuff. I'm the 
one who operates the DAW(Digital Audio 
Workstation). It also takes part of the 
recording process. We record our tracks 
at Drei's "Privy Studio" which helps us 
produce the finished product and it's good 
for low budget recording but high quality 
results!

We all take part of it. Drei & Jeremiah 
creates the guitar riffs, Jayson(Bok) 
creates the bass lines, Arlene creates the 
songs melodies and lyrics, I(Rage) create 
the drum parts. We as a band also decides 
the songs concept and how it should feel 
like, in order for us to make a connection 
to our audience/listeners and make the 
song "Relatable". So yeah, It's a team 
effort!

- Rage Magpali, Drummer



WHAT’S YOUR CURRENT MAIN AXE? 

For the past few years, I’ve already had 
three (3) les paul guitars. But sad to say, 
they’re not in my loving arms anymore, but 
hey, I know that they are already in good 
hands right now, better-hugging-taking-
care arms. So now, I’m in a relationship 
with my Epiphone Les Paul ‘56 Goldtop 
Reissue, her name is Goldey. One thing 
I really like about this guitar, is the tone 
produced by the combination of solid body 
and P90 pickups. Many are still wondering 
how this guitar can produce a massive 
and meaty tone despite of it is loaded with 
close to single coil pickups. Oh wait, did I 
forget to mention that this beaut is already 
18 years old?

- Jeremiah Miramar, Guitarist

I just joined the band 3 months ago. I 
actually don't know them personally. Drei 
just chatted me on Facebook coz' he saw 
one of my videos while singing on the 
stage. I started out as an acoustic artist. 
I've used to perform alone. This is a big 
transition for me actually but as the days 
goes by,as we practice,as we perform 
together,I have  developed my skills 
more.I love our bondings,they are like my 
brothers now.

- Arlene Alcantara, Vocals

Aside from playing in a band, I do cycling. 
Yeah! I'm a big fan of endurqnce training! 
Hahaha!

I used to ride track bikes before or what 
is known as fixed gear with the hype kids 
around the metro. But then as time goes 
by, as part of adulting stage, I shifted to 
using road bike and mountain bike.

I ride my bike going to work. And do my 
weekend ride every Saturday morning.

Well, its not easy doing cycling especially 
when cross the urban streets of metro 
manila, there are a lot of "barumbado" 
drivers over there who will just cut you 
even you're in the bike lane. I just used to 
it so I don't care if I go home alive or dead. 
Kidding, Hahaha!

Pangasinan is the farthest place I've been 
cycling. It's not that hard actually, you just 
need to get used to seemingly unending 
flat roads of Pampanga and Tarlac which 
actually bored me a lot. But then when 
you get to the place, it is very fulfilling and 
rewarding.

I met my scariest accident last August 
2017 when I overshoot and slipped on the 
downhill road of Tagaytay. I almost hit a 
car in the opposite direction but thanks to 
goodness nobody else got hurt. I just got 
wounded in one leg and what's surprising 
in what happened is that, there is a 911 
ambulance just behind the car where I 
almost hit. And yeah, this picture tells how 
a scary experience turned out to be funny 
that it seems like everything is planned to 
happen. Haha!

- Jason Sabeniano, Bassist



29 AUG | Palace Manila

arty-goes feeling nostalgic for the ‘90’s got their 
fill at Palace Manila when music-maestros Mars 
Miranda and Ace Ramos let loose their skills 
on the decks this 29th of August. The evening’s 
entertainment was hosted by Ishka Nolasco, 
Tina Wells, JM Rodriguez, and Fabio Ide.

PHOTOS BY: Neil Bengzon Photography
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31 August  | The Palace Manila

Revelers at The Palace Manila 
enjoyed the indoor sparkler displays 
as a visual treat while DJ Therese 
Garcia, DJ Kat and DJ Funky AV 
delivered the audio smack-down 
which made for an enjoyable time 
for the audience hanging out with 

their friends, especially when 
backed up by MC MJ Collarga.

PHOTOS BY: Neil Bengzon Photography

@ THE PALACE
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08 SEPT  |  URBNQC

The dance floor was packed and 
all hands were in the air when 
UrbnQC welcomed the crowd 
on September 8th with the fresh 
beats of DJ’s Ais Nicaution, 
Chad Umali, Razikyle, Ron 
Poe, and Ronthug,  with MC 
MJ keeping the mood and the 
groove up and happening all 
night.

Photos | Jayzee Cezar
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08 SEPT  |  HOUSE MANILA

People wanting to enjoy good 

music with their weekend 

got their wish granted by 

DJ’s Regiel Orocay, DJ Franco 

Zarate and DJ Daxx (Dustin 

Arriola) at House Manila 

this 8th of September, with 

costumed dancers getting 

down with the crowd and MC 

Jams backing up the beats.
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16 SEPT  |  DON’T TELL

When a secret’s too good to keep, what do 
you do? Enjoy the party at Don’t Tell.  MC 
Victor Pring kept the evening’s performances 
in line with DJ’s Louis Vint, Santi Santos, 
Rhon Rebleza, and Steelo in the early hours, 
with performances by Kris Delano and Just 
Hush, before breaking into the evening with 
Travis Monsod, Ashley Rivera, Jess Milner 
and Duane Insane on the decks.

Photos by: Regi Valenzuela
RVP Instagram.com/regivalenzuela90
Instagram.com/donttellph

Photo credits: Mac Villaluna
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19 SEPT  |  THE KEY BAR

People enjoying the evening’s music 
at the Key Bar last 19 September 
owed it all to the crew of DJ’s Regiel 
Orocay, Marsman, Chad Umali, and 
MJ Collarga as their combined efforts 
kept the bodies on the dance floor 
moving and the people in the back 
grooving all night long.
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17 SEPT  |  CLUB ROYAL MAKATI

Parties never stop at Club Royal, 
especially when you’ve got open doors, 
an open bar, excited company, and DJ 
Kael Gumba, DJ Don Villalon Steal, DJ 
Dennis Garra with MC JL (John Leonard 
Tayag) on the mic.
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12 SEPT  |  CLUB ZZYZYX

DJ’s Chopa, Marvin, Rontena, 
Michael Dente, Nabi and Eagleman 
manned the decks for an evening 
of sick beats at Club ZzyZyx in 
Remedios, Malate on the 12th of 
September. The dance floor was 
packed, and those who weren’t 
dancing enjoyed the music while 
chilling with their friends.
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Photography: Marlon Marfil



http://www.todoguitarraybajo.com.ar/
www.facebook.com/todoguitarrabajo
www.facebook.com/todoguitarrabajo
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MIDNIGHT SKY
UNIQUE
GRANDMA

IN MY PRISON
IV OF SPADES

CHA-CHING
UNIQUE
GRANDMA

CHOP CHOP BLUES
BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

SISIKAT KA IHA
BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

APOY
BRA FT. SHANTI DOPE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKOATgqp6cA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZJOsRC-hk8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9uBs5nA3NUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnUGADIfr0c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0b78b8BOFc8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dln8tnQANVs
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LABAHITA
SHOTGUN COMBO

PILLARS
DYING MANIFESTO

ALAM MO BA? (ANG GULO)
ANG BANDANG SHIRLEY

BATA, DAHAN-DAHAN!
IV OF SPADES

SANA
I BELONG TO THE ZOO

SANA BUMALIK
SUD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7T0a8-OgLPg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgZg-mX__OU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bz-JhQDPYHI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Di95_hoZObE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ea3NPjCXPeg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFh3eyZjmTA


AFROMAN Productions  
kaelgorbycruz@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/afromanprodph

AMPLIFIED MUSIC Productions
www.facebook.com/AMProdPH

BAD AND NAUGHTY BOYS Production 
www.fb.com/Bad-and-Naughty-Boys-Production

BANDISTA Productions
www.facebook.com/Bandista-Production

BARBERO Productions 
0917 8292767 | 0916 5087131 
hibiki_jp79@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/barberoprod

BARAKO Production
brkprdctn@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/BarakoProduction

BEAT TRICKS Productions 
0916 3805941
www.facebook.com/beattricksprod/

BE BRIGHT BACK Production 
0948 7001100 
rakistaonline27@yahoo.com
www.fb.com/berightbackproduction

BEEHIVE Productions
www.fb.com/beehiveproductionsph

BLACK CAT Production
0915 2878010 
www.fb.com/blackkittenproduction

CATHARSIS Productions
0912 9448141
carolgcasis@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/catharsisph

CHILI SAUCE Production
0932 6062581
chilisauceprod@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ChiliSauceProduction

CHOCO SKULL Productions 
www.facebook.com/chocoskullph

CRAZY DUCK Productions 
0917 7325550 | 0905 4173991 
www.facebook.com/CrazyDuckProduction

DLIVES Productions 
0906 4105678 | lemsguitar@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/dlivesproduction

DIRTY KNOBS Productions 
www.fb.com/Dirty-Knobs-Productions

DOCDEF Productions 
docdefproductions@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/docdefprod

EARGASMA Production
www.facebook.com/eargasmaprod

EMS Production
www.fb.com/EMS-Production

FROG Production
0906 2243313 | jv_mango@yahoo.com 
www.facebook.com/frogproductionofficial

GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction

GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction

HIGH FREQUENCY Productions
0917 5566188 
www.fb.com/High-Frequency-Productions

HUGE ROCK Productions Inc.
www.fb.com/hugerockcreativeproductions

KHAKARA Production
0943 6810589 | 0915 8574568
0915 1419597  
www.facebook.com/KProductionPH

MIYAW Productions
0975 9812366
www.facebook.com/miyawprod 

MUDHONEY Productions
0917 7645727 
www.fb.com/MudhoneyProductions

NOODLESHOX Productions
www.facebook.com/NoodleShoxProd

ORPHEUS Productions
0999 7927396 
www.fb.com/Orpheus-Production-Pilipinas
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OUTLOUD PILIPINAS Productions
outloud.pilipinas@live.com
www.fb.com/outloudpilipinasevents

OVATION Productions
02 532 8883
www.facebook.com/ovationproductions 
www.ovationproductionsmanila.com

PARAYAOSKI Productions
www.facebook.com/Parayaoskiproduction

PEACE BOMB NATION Production
www.fb.com/peacebombnationproduction

PEACE TOL Productions
www.fb.com/PeaceTol-Productions-

PHOENIX Productions
0927 4972387
miggy.eventsplanner@gmail.com
www.fb.com/ilovephoenixproduction

PROD CENTRAL
0905 5362566
prod.central@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ProdCentral

PURPLE SUNSET Productions
www.fb.com/purplesunsetproductions

RACC/OON Production
raccoonph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/raccoonprod

RED BUTTON Production
0917 8530179
redbuttonproductionph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/redbuttonproduction

REDLINES Productions
02 4535803 | redlinesprod@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/RedlinesProductions

RED NINJA Productions
www.facebook.com/redninjaprod

REDROCKET Productions 
redrocketprod@yahoo.com 
redrocketproductionsph@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/RedRocketProductions

SAVE THE QUEEN Productions
0917 8242787  
savethequeenprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SaveTheQueenProd

SHARKBOY Productions
www.facebook.com/sharkboyprod

SLEDGEHAMMER Productions
0916 4920975 | 0916 2168563 
www.facebook.com/sledgehammerprod

SOLID EMPIRE Productions
0926 2246411 (Norbs) 
0999 7267113 (Jonas) 
solidempireproductions@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/SolidEmpireProductions

SUBLIME EVENT Productions 
www.fb.com/Sublime.Events.Productions

SXMANILA (Sound Experience Manila)
0917 5575945 | sxmanila@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/sxmanila

TAMBAYAN Production 
0926 3651204 
www.facebook.com/TambayanProdph

TEAM KARGA Productions
0906 4490021 
www.fb.com/Team-Karga-Production

THEDRUGGEDZOMBIE 
riabautista@me.com 
www.fb.com/thedruggedzombie

THE SOUTHERN PROJECT 
demo@thesouthernproject.com 
www.facebook.com/thesouthernproject
 
TONO Events 0905 2062858 
www.facebook.com/TonoEvents

TSIKENSTARR Production
tsikenstarrproductions@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/TsikenStaRR-Production-

UNDERSTONE Production
0906 4716126 
undertoneproduction@gmail.com 
www.facebook.com/undertoneproduction

WE ARE THE UNDERDOGS 
Productions
watunderdogsprod@gmail.com 
www.fb.com/wearetheunderdogsproductions 
www.watupph.com



https://www.facebook.com/AVLTIMESPH

